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In book eight of THE RACHAEL O'BRIEN CHRONICLES, Rachael is now a graduate, but her

journey to adulthood takes a detour when she finds herself road tripping with her redheaded

nymphomaniac roommate. Thereâ€™s big trouble in the rear view mirror and unexpected mayhem

on the horizon, thanks to a voodoo witch doctor who demands a favor. Despite bumps in the road,

her romantic life takes a turn for the better when she reunites with an illusive old flame. He likes to

keep secrets, but this time she is determined to know the real him and what he wants from her. This

spicy tale of foreign intrigue tests Rachaelâ€™s resolve and courage and will have you rooting for

her to find her way in Paisley Rayâ€™s, HOT TAMALE.
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OMG, as usual, this book leaves you wanting more! The end came too soon! I wasn't ready! In true

Rachel fashion, she finds herself in more trouble than she asked for or can handle, but not to worry,

her friends are always there to help her out .. including her ex-boyfriend who may or may not be a

spy.. this book will take you on a journey from beginning to end and is fun until the very last page.



Paisley Ray, you have done it again. You are one talented writer! This book 8 is one exciting read

and might just be my favorite of the series! Rachael O'Brien is at it again holding you breathless.

The story flows from one excitement to the next. But then, all of the sudden, the abrupt ending. I

wonder how long we have to wait for Book 9?

OMG Paisley write faster!!! I want to get right into the very next book of this series, and I NEVER

want the series to end! Absolutely, you MUST start with book #1 and read right thru to this one,

because this is the best series books to come along for some time. I devoured each of the books in

the series. It is wonderful to follow the characters as they attend college, and graduate. Now, the

main character finds herself in a bind, in Mexico. I am not saying another word. You just HAVE TO

READ THIS BOOK! :-)

Just to get right to the point, this is by far the most interesting book in the Rachel O'Brian series.

Paisley Ray has come a long way as a writer. I am praying for another book to be written soon. This

one made me lose sleep!

If you love Evanovich's Stephanie, you are going to love Paisley Ray's Rachael O'Brien! Laugh out

loud funny and filled with twists and turns. I love every book with my only complaint that they are too

short!! I crave these books like A 2 pack a day smoker stuck in a 6 hour business meeting.

I loved this entire series of great reads. Relatively short, intensely packed full of quirky,

unforgettable adventures, they are hard to put down. Paisley Ray, you are an entertaining author,

keep them coming!

Loved this series of books. Following her through her college years and summer vacations is

enjoyable. The only thing I didn't like is that the last two books in the series were not with

KindleUnlimited. Felt a little taken because of that.

I am going to lead with my one complaint of this book. It's not long enough!! I have been following

this series from the beginning, its a great light hearted series with lots of twist and turns. I love how

Rachel just goes with the flow no matter what the situation. These books are really enjoyable, laugh

out loud funny.
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